2019‐2020 Carnival Rides
Rides NOT Allowed:
 Ferris Wheel

http://www.arizonabouncearound.com/products/ferris‐wheel‐rental.html

 Ballistic Swing

http://www.azbouncepro.com/ballistic‐swing.html

 Bungee Trampoline

http://www.arizonabouncearound.com/products/4‐person‐euro‐bungee‐trampoline‐

rentals.html

 Energy Storm Carnival
 Toxic Vertical Rush

http://www.arizonabouncearound.com/products/energy‐storm‐carnival‐ride‐rental.html

http://www.azbouncepro.com/obstacle‐course/toxic‐vertical‐rush.html

 ANY Ziplines
 ANY Rock Climbing Walls
 ANY Laser Tags

Rides Discouraged UNLESS These Guidelines Are Followed:
If the district decides to go forward with having these rides at the carnival, please have the company you will be
renting from list the district as an additional insured on their insurance policy, not just a certificate holder, with a
per occurrence minimum of $1,000,000 in coverage for bodily injury and $1,000,000 in coverage for property
damage and a minimum $2,000,000 annual aggregate. They also need to be the ones responsible for setting
up, running, and dismantling the rides. Please also make sure the following are adhered to:







Ride rental agreement is approved and signed by a person at the district who is authorized to commit
the district to this liability
Proper supervision/crowd control
Height and weight restrictions for occupants
Trained operators provided
Proper electrical set-up (A generator will need to be used.)
Elimination of slips, trips, and falls

For dunk tanks, the following guidelines should also be adhered to:
 People being dunked should be able to swim
 Only one person in the dunk tank at a time
 Suggest the person being dunked is not a student
 Should be set up to where if the tank leaks, or due to splashing, it will not enter a building or create a
slip hazard
 If electrical power is required, the power cord needs to be in good repair (including a ground prong) and
plugged into a GFCI protected outlet.
 A rescue or supervisor should be in the immediate area and that person should also know how to
swim.
 Tank should be situated so the item being thrown to activate the dunk tank does not damage anything
(e.g. windows, or other participants, bystanders, other activities)
 Follow manufacturers guidelines on filling the tank, operation of the equipment, and water changes (if
necessary).











Tubs of Fun http://www.azbouncepro.com/tubs‐of‐fun.html
Pirate Ship http://www.azbouncepro.com/inflatable‐games/pirate‐ship‐ride.html
Uproar
http://www.azbouncepro.com/uproar‐carnival‐ride.html
Swing Ride http://www.azbouncepro.com/inflatable‐games/swing‐carnival‐ride.html
Mindwinder http://www.arizonabouncearound.com/products/mindwinder‐amusement‐
ride.html
Rocking Pirate Ship http://www.arizonabouncearound.com/products/rocking‐pirate‐
ship‐carnival‐ride.html
Intermediate Swing Ride
http://www.arizonabouncearound.com/products/intermediate‐swing‐ride‐rental.html
Human Gyro http://www.arizonabouncearound.com/products/human‐gyro‐rental.html
Wizzer http://www.azbouncepro.com/wizzer.html

